Application Instructions for Revive
Prepare:
1. Wash the surface using a pH neutral shampoo to remove excess dirt
2. Decontaminate the surface to remove any contaminants stuck to the surface
Correction:
Machine Polish the surface to remove any imperfections.
Degrease:
Remove polish residue using diluted Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA). Dilute the IPA in 30% water. For
Example, in a 1L bottle add 300ml water and 700ml IPA.
Application:
1. Gently mix the Ceramic Coating bottle and apply the product on the applicator pad until fully
saturated. Work in cross-hatch pattern and cover an area no bigger than 3x3ft. Spread the
product with your applicator pad and pass over twice horizontally and twice vertically.
2. Put the lid back on the bottle after applying on the applicator pad to stop the product from
curing inside the bottle.
TIP: Apply the product generously on the applicator pad for even application. If there are streak
marks on surface when applying add a few more drops on the pad and apply again.
1. The coating starts to bond to the surface immediately. Remove excess residue immediately
using at least 2 microfiber cloths. We recommend using minimum 380gsm microfiber cloths
to remove residue.
2. Use the first microfiber cloth to wipe off the bulk of residue
3. The second cloth will remove any remaining residue and haze marks. Avoid using too much
force when wiping off as you may scratch the surface.
Tip: If the applicator pad or microfiber cloth feels hard after a while then throw it away and use a
new one otherwise, you will scratch the surface
4. Before moving onto the next panel, always inspect the area in good lighting and by checking
in various angles so you haven’t missed any residue.
TIP: If you have missed residue re-polish the affected panel and re-apply ceramic coating.
5. We recommend the vessel should be stationery and surface must be kept dry post
application for at least 12 hours.
6. After 12 hours the vessel can be used but, we recommend avoiding manual wash for up to 7
days.
Application Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efgxHLy2ZY8

Layering:
1. 2 layers of revive + 1 layer of enhance must be applied for 3-year warranty
2. Wait 45 minutes between layers in summer and 60 minutes in winter

